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The COMMENT
September :30,1971 '

Bridgewater State College

VOL. L NO.4

"Spirit" Splits
"Rascals"
to perform at
Homecoming
Concert
B of G sets criteria
BRIDGEWATER - Last Thursday
the Student Union Program
Committee learned that the rock
group "Spirit" had canceled all its
concert dates and disbanded due to
a rift among the members of the
group. Following the priority list
that had been set up by the
Program Committee at their
September 21 meeting, "The
Rascals "have been contracted for
the
October 15, Homecoming
Concert. "The Rascals were the
second choice on the limited list.
The Program Committee only
accepted the responsibility for the
concert last week from the Social
Activities Committee of the
Student Government Association
because of that groups
unorganized state due to the
resignation of its chairman. The'
Program Committee was hoping,
even at this late date, to contract a
hard rock group for the "trial"rock concert on October 15. The
Program Committee's agent,
Lordly and Dame, WAS ABLE TO
COME UP WITH' ONLY THREE
NAMES "Spirit" "The Rascals"
and "The Gras~ Roots". "Th~
Rascals" were designated the
second choice of the Committee
because of the tremendous
popularity they ("The Rascals")

have had over the years. Almost
every concert "The Rascals" have
ever played has been a sell out.
In related news, the Student
Union . Board of Governors
established a list of rules and
suggestions to be followed at the
trial rock concert on October 15.
Mr. Edward J. Meaney,
Director of the Student Union, told
The COMMENT that these rules
are basically the rules which now
exist for the Student Union
Auditorium. These rules will be
used to evaluate the coming rock
concert and will influence any
policies made regarding future
rock concerts in the Student Union
Auditorium.
The rules passed by the Student
Union Board of Governors and
approved by the President of' the
College for tbe October 15, 1971
rock concert are as follows:
No smoking allowed in the
Auditorium itself. Smoking is
permitted in the lobby.
2. No blocking fire exits or
aisles.
:3. No food or drink is to be taken
into the auditorium.
4. No member or the audience is
allowed on stage.
1.

Mass. State
Lottery Passes
The Massachusetts State Senate
yesterday over-rode the veto of
Governor Francis Sargent and
passed a bill providing for a
Massachusetts lottery. Leading the
way for passage of the bill was
Senate president Kevin Harrington
(D- Salem).
It is expected that it will be
sometime next year before the
lottery goes into effect.
The
system will be patterned after the
one now in operation in New
Jersey,
which
raises
approximately $3.5 million a month.
The bill gives control over the
lottery to the office of the state

treasurer, a position· now held by
Robert Q. Crane, who is also
chairman of the Democratic State
Committee.
The vote was 26-13, which was
exactly the 2/3 majority needed to
over-ride the veto.
With the vote at 25-13, the
deciding vote was left up to Sen.
James Burke (D-Brockton), who,
up until last week had threatened
to vote against the measure. It had
been rumored that Burke had been
offered a job here at Bridgewater if
he voted to uphold the veto,
however, both Burke and Gov.
Sargent denied this was true.

Stephen Merriman, director of the Afro-American Culture Center.
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S U LECTURE S-ERIES

VOLKOV:

vs. China war possible
Leon Volkov, a former Lt.
colonelin the Soviet Air Force, and
present expert on Comm unistic
::J.ffairs, spoke Tuesday at lO:OOam
in the S.U. Auditoruim. His topic
was the Chin ese Russian conflict
and the present role of the U.S.in it.
Volkov gave some basic
background for the conflict
between Russia and China. He
spoke of a Chinese claim to a large
amount of Siberian land that the
Chinese had occupied for a couple
of thousand of years. Volkov also
stated that former Premier
Kruschev once
warn ed the
Communist Central Committee
that China could hardly be happy
as a third power, as a Russian
satellite. The committee ignored
his warning and sacrificed
U.S.-U.S.S.H. relations in order
to appease China and maintain a
united' Communist party. The land
conflict and the U.S.S.H. loss of the
U.S. are two causes of friction.
In spite of the U.S.S.H.
concession to China, there are
today two basic communist ce
nters, one at Peking, and one at
Moscow. Volkov pointed out one
difference between the
two:
Peking has an appeal to the
underdeveloped countries such as
Africa, Asia, and South America,
whereas Moscow, an economic
and industrial success lost its
appeal to the have not countries.
Volcov went on to explain the
increasing U.S. and Chinese

HOMECOMING
October 14 - 16

Russia

relations. -He mentioned that the
Chinese invitation to Kissinger
and Nixon planned trip to Peking.
Basically, Volkov stated, there are
only three hindrances to good U.S.Chinese relations and reconciliat'
ions; he listed these as (l) the
presence of U.S. forces in Taiwan,
(2) the V.N.conflict over China's
admittance and (3) Chinas' fear of
the resurgence of Japan with a
nuclear force. China, Volkov said,
needs good U.S. relations; th.e
Chinese need fifteen to twenty
years to build a nuclear power
strong enough to defend their
terrritory and they need the V.S.
TO ACT AS SOME TYPE .OF
BUFFER AGAINST U.S .. S.H.
intervention.

In regard to USSR actionin view
fo U.S.- China reconcilation,
Volkov sees two possib ilities.
First Russia could wage a
preventative War against China to
keep her weak. Such a war would
prevent the possibility of an
International Communist Party
but wouls likely not involve other
nations. Another choice would be
Russia moves to Washington to
offer the U.S. a joint arms
limitation agreement. Such an
agreement would save both
nations valuable ffnds.
This
second possibility however, would
cost the USSR its states in Eastern
Europe.

Volkov indicated that a new
leadership is rising in Russia a
VOlkoc predicted that Nixon's generation; an attitude freer' of
Peking trip will be successful. Communist ambtion and more
According to Volkov, the Chinese concerned with Russian national
can't afford it not to be.
interests.

CONGRATULATIONS!
To The Government
and the People

of the
Republic

of Nigeria

on their 11th Anniversary of
Independence and Republic

"
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S.G.A. OFFICE HOURS

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
Nancy Cotoia

9A.lVI.

Roger Perry

10A.M.

Dana Pierce

llA.M.

David Elworthy

12P.M.

Francine Canute

IP.M.

Joel Weissman

2P.M.

Ka thy Germain Kathy Germaine

Teo Reis

3P.M.

Gorden Appelt

Art Silva

Tom Gilmartin

Roger Perry

Carol Palmer

Teo Reis

Gorden Appelt

Joel Weissman

Pat Golden
Francine Canute

David Elworthy
Robert Cheverie

Chris Nowak

Pam Vance

Joel Weissman

Carol Palmer

Council recognizes f.A.O'1 Buddy Club
SGA Minutes

The regularly scheduled
meeting of the S.G.A. was called to
order by President Joel Weisman
at5:00J).m. The roll call was taken
and a members were present.
Robert Cheverie led the Council in
,meditation expressing his hopes
tha t all of us be able to work
together in the coming year.
The Secretary's Report was
accepted with two corrections: l.
Nancy Cotoia abstained and Pat
Golden voted NO.2. The health
allocation was sent to committee.
The Treasurer's Report was
read and accepted.
The four
recommenda tions made by the
Finance
Committee
were
automatically tabled and will be
brought up at next
week's
meeting.
Tom Sullivan, newly elected
S.A.C. chairman stated that he is in
the process of organizing his
committee. When they meet next
week they will center their attentions on a possible S.A.C. concert to
be held sometime in December.
Under Committee Reports,

Carol Palmer read the minutes of
the Campus Development Committee. Nancy Cotc:' ,ked that
Carol look into the nL- ..•er of the
upkeep and painting of the
buildings on campus. Teo Reis,
reporting for the Publica tions
Center· Committee, stated !lUit
Greg Lee had been elected
chairman and Linda Lapierre,
facilities chairman. All members
have been notified and work begin
immediately. Kathy Germain, on
behalf of
Elections Director,
Susan Caivano read the results of
the special S.G.A. election and
referendum concerning the
Homecoming Concert.
Under the Old Business the
En vir 0 n men t a I
Act ion
Organization presented their
constitution to the Council for
recognition. The motion is as
follows: THAT THE COUNCIL
ACCEPT THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL
ACTION ORGANIZATION FOR
RECOGNITION. The motion
pass.ed17{l.{)-Q.·

news briefs'

Christine Nowak brought up the
new business with her explanation
of the S.U. Board of Governors
proposal concerning the newly
made rules governing S. U. concerts. She pointed out the faGt that
these. rules are by no means permanent, rather they are to be used
on a trial basis.
The Buddy Club also presented
its constitution to the Council for
recognition. The motion is as
follows: THAT THE COUNCIL
ACCEPT THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE BUDDY CLUB FOR
RECOGNITION.
The motion
passed 17-0-0-0.
Joel then .presented to the
Council a schedule of the new office
hours for the S.G.A. offices.
He
_.
."
stated that If a member lnISSea. hIS
duty three times it would couni as
an unexcused abscence from the
Council. Three of these abscences
would result in suspension from the
Council-.
. Tom Gilmartin .stated that all
mimeographed material be made
available at least.one day prior
meeting. .His motion

Doris Freedutan is heading a
new organizition in New York City
called "City Walls." The
organization is made up of artists
who have jioned together to paint
city walls. The group hpoes to
bring some cheerfulness and
warmth to the city environment. So
far, they have painted twenty
Manhattan Walls.
On November eighth the Hose if
expected to vote on a bill in
Washington which will allow
prayers and Bible reading in the
nation's public schools. Proponents
of the bill are led by Representative Wylie of Ohio. Behind him is
Mrs. Ben Ruhlin and her thirty
member Prayer Campaign
Committee. Among those opposed
to the bill are thirty eight na tional
religious leaders. They claim that
makor faiths have trouble defining
non-denomina tional - a guideline
that prayers would have to follow.
The opponents also fear government interference in religious
matters.
Recently at the second Coastal
Zone Management Conference,
John Hunt, chairman of Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institute
stated, ''If we are to keep from
being entirely dependent of imports, we will need to allow
development of offshore oil and gas
fields with proper regulation of the
industry." It was stated at the
conference that by 1985 energy
ne7ds will double as land fie,Ids ,are
bemg use~ up, an? tankers Involve
a ~a~ard. m [lol1Utio~ when offshore
drIlhng IS a necessIty.

Last week the Massachusetts
House gave its' initial approval the
a $10 million bill which will
maintain a $300 bonus for Combat
Vets and a $200 bonus for other
Vets.
According to the Department of
Health Education and Welfare the
nation's welfare costs are up '27%
from last year; the relief list increased 17%.
ON OTHER CAMPUSES ... condensed from Inter collegia te Press
Iow.a: A new course on the legal
pOSItion of college students will be
offered by Iowa S tate UniverSity
the University of Iowa and th~
Universitr of Northern Iowa. The
co ~r?e WIll deal with recent court
de~IslO~s, students' civil rights and
l~glslatIOn regard~ ng students'
.
rIghts. The class WIll meet in eight----- _ four hour sessions at Iowa State
University in Toledo.
The University of
Connecticut is presently studying,
the possibility of off eringa new
"doctor Of arts" degree.
According to Dr. Milton Stern,
chairman of the Doctor of Arts
Committee, "TheD. A. degree is
now granted by seven U. S. institutio ns, with 35 more scheduled
to jntroduce it and another 25
planning to establich D. A. pr
ograms in the fall of 1972." Stern
continued, "The principle dif. ference CD .A. v. Ph.D .) would be
that the emphasis would be on
work related to developing
teaching ability rat her'- tha n
research skills."

,~

pn:1:IX:II~~DEI~~.

AT LEAST A
BEFORE THE MEETING.
motion passed 17-0-0-0.
Joel then read the usual
nouncements and the meeting
adjourned at. 6:20 p.m.
Respectfully yours,
Ka thleen Germain
S.G.A. Secretary

put
the White House. The chiefs
favor Nixon's .policy for greater
Indian self-determination, but
claim that Indian affairs tend
tom get
bogged
down
in
bureaucracy. Aresolution for the
moving of the Indian Bureau is now
being passed to 67 tribal chairmen
representing 2/3 of America's
Indians.

no law wntten 0
ofS~?S~ ~~~~~ii.,.~t,p:::c.~Uege:.~-~
education: muSifli!I'f:>e·~iQurlyeaFSlong,~,
for each and every ,student.'"
,
McGill stressed the need for
study and reform in colleges. He
especially noted the necessity of
two year program offering concentra.ted Professional study for
these sure of their educational
goals.

one mpus
A Frisbee Tournament was held
1 p.m. Monday as chairman of
event wi th Dave Elworthy as
official and Roger Perry as

some commuters managed to
sneak in for a free meal. Basically,
though, he felt the affair was a
success. The COMMENT also
heard favorable student reports of
the cookout, with a few. expressed
wishes that hotdogs and hamburgers might have been served.

Oyer 70 spectators were present
watch the five teams (Patriots,
ckers, Jets, Chiefs and Mixed
ams) oompete.
When the·
IQjcompetitlO,n started only 4 all-male
Dr. Mary Lou Thornburg,
had registered; the head Need~am, Mass., .t~.ssociate
al commented,"We don't Proffessor and a· merr. uer. of the
. I Ed
t"
There's a whole new scene at involvementt in C'.C.D., parish
where all the girls are
.Physlca . uca Ion
Catholic Center this year~This Teen Programs; ~ Worshiplr:lln,IOIlng." Janice Maselbas and Mae Women's
Department at Bridgewater State
Dchallj:'(e for the better can' be Committee to plan their services,
' arrived and joined three College, bas been elected
MCllttribllteld to the arrival of three and Newman, Club activities, the
make up the mixed team.
president-elect
of
th~
D1aev\T,dilre4c:tares:'Fathe,r Anthony J. newclerg,y intend to 'tl'Yand make
final playoff' was between Massachusetts Association for
-. 'h
ti
. and the Patriots with the
Health Physical Education and
~C;;,"Sister Mary the cent~r a meeting for teen re
com.ing off as viCtorious.
.'
Recreation. .' ..
C. and Father John college conimuniy.
Sister
Hennessey stated, 'We wou\d: like
'Conner, John BiTGh, Tom _ She recently attended.a national
I 0 f to, h
I t he students, become
and'Sonny
McVeaChari}'
madee converntion for all State
eI
P,la
Chiefs,
with Captain
a ,grea t d,~_
AE~ntllusiaI1n, the new directors bring,. aware of a different dimension of_",~_".,
Presidents of . \.ssocia tionfor
of background. and faith.'
"
. On the running up team Health, Physical EducatlOn, And
IiIE~xp,eri,en<!es.
In line with this intent, the
Dave McKenner , Steve Recreation and focused" on
c.enter wi.llnowbe open nights and
' RalphHaskins, Joe Dan)-~.::y
pertfnent issu,ps related to those
Jim Carrot
'
their lounge and library areopen
,First prize, the only prize, was fie',dsJ
Dr. Thornburg has been an
to anyone whow;.,;hes to study or
'ty-five dollars' which was
active leader in the Massachusetts
. just relax. Father DeConcilus
ted by the S.U. Program
that the bestsunimarization
AHPER having served as vice
their colledtive intent can be found
. - The event in all at
president -elect and chairman of
in the BSC motto~Not to be
thusiastic spectators and
the Physical Education Division.
nts - applause and
ministered unto, but tc. minister"
She has also served on a number of
Getting some Student reactions
were frequent.
~ Association comrrit'tees and has
to the new people, the Comment
been active in the Southern
got responses like:·'There's a new
. Massachusetts Board of Women
warmth that· wasn't there before
Officials and the Boston Field .
Last, Thursday, . W'.R.A. and
"The Mass last Saturday meant
Hxkey Association.
.
.A.A. welcomed freshmen' at .an
more to me than it has in a. long
campus picnic put on by Intome."-:'I might even start going to
Last Wednesdaynite the Kelly
Mass again, these people are
tate United Cthecampus food
great. There really sincere." .
.) Barbecued chicken, fruit gym echoed with .laughter. as the
So if you have the chance, droplU1rlrl11k<o: and salads were served Pem's welcomed the freshman
in and see what's going on.
the pool in back of the class into the club. Each class
Regularly scheduled Masses a
Union. The COMMENT performed songs and skits mostly
Saturday at 4:30p.m., Sunday a
ter spok~ to Bill Miller of In- pertaining to the life and faculty on
,1l:OOa.m., and Monday thru Friday terstilte United who said that he'd the BSCcampus· as a 'physie'. .
Refreshments were served and
~a!aD~rmmHQl~:iCCrCmD~~a~t~I~2~n~0~O~n6:'
majJJjl:iIQan::img:m:1Cltn:i~.hp:ei~a;;ri~d.mainly
good accounts
the . everyone had a good thne.
lUI
He did mention
the factofthat

B.S.C. Catholic Center:
NEW YEAR, NE'W FACES-

The Association of Childhood
Educa tion (A. C.E. ) is a na tional
organization with a local chapter
here at Bridgewater. .
. On Monday night, September 27,
the first meeting of the year was
held in rooms 206 and 207 in the
Student Union. Although a large
number of Freshman and Juniors
attended the lack' of Sophomores
and Seni'ors was very noticeable.
We's like to see
a good
representation from all calsses.
Contrary' to popular belief,
A.C.E. is not J'ust for education
majors. It is an organization
de~ic8:te~ to the_·· betterment of
chIld hfe.In both the sc~ool and t~e
'commumty.
~n mcrease m
PsychQI6~y, SOCIology and any
other maJors wpuld be welcome.
The <?nl~ requIreIX?-ent. for mel!lbe~ship IS a genume mterest III
chIldren. Dues are $5.0~ a year.
$1.00 goes to the BrIdge~ater
chapter and $4.00 go~sto NatIOnal
Headquarters W~llch sends a"
monthly magaZIne to each
member .
T 7ntative . profects f~r the.,_
commg y~~r Include a VISIt to a
MontessOl~~:$,chool, arts. a~d crafts. .
profects,. ·at:Thanksg1vmg and
Christmas, vis~ts to a sch~ol for
emotionally. dIsturbed chIldren,
and museum visits. ·W.e are a.lso
planning an. agenda of Interestmg
. speakers tbrough~ut the. year.
- , 'Our next. meetmg wIll be October ~8, at. 7: 00 in the S. U. and
we'd like to see a Jot of new
.niembers. Officers are .Peggy
Arnold 'President;
Denise
Aronso'n Vice-president; Pat
Kirkwood, Secretary, and Michele
Cormier, Treasurer. For more
informa tion about the club or
membership,feel free to contact
oneof.us!
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S U Happenings
Sw,tember 30
.. ap" session with
Division Heads
2:30
Green Room

College

Library Committee Meeting
10
ConL 4

Verse Choir
S.U.2
"Fiddler" Rehearsal
Dem Roo~
Council

Free Concert - College Stage Band
Auditorium

Council T"or Exceptional Children
Dem. Room

10:00

English Trainee Meeting
Conf. 135
.

3:00

Drama Club Meeting
S.U. 2

8: 00

4:00

October 1
Free Bingo
1 : 00
Ballroom

6: 30

Mixer with Vesuvius
Ballroom

.October 6
School Educ, Comm. Meeting
10: OOConf. 4

October 2.
Faculty Wives LU'ncheon
1:00
Formal Dining Room

3: 00

8: 00

S.U.2

now

Afro- American SOciety Lecture
Dem. Room
.~

Co~ncil

Chamber

"Fiddler Rehearsal
Auditorium

6:30

October 5
Financial Aid Workshop
B: 00 - 5: 00

Movie - "The Learning Tree"
Auditorium

7:30

SAC Meeting

Room

"Fiddler" Rehearsal
Auditorium

'''Fiddler'' Rehearsal
6: 30
Audi torium

October 3
Verse Choir

4: 00

The Buddy system, Bridgewater
veing deprived of basic childhood
style, is not very hard to explain.
pleasures. Some may resent it;
others may not even realize it;
Very simply, a buddy is a pal,
companion, ally, friend; someone
others may live in spite of it.
available for advice, wisdom,
Whatever the case, whatever the
conversation, fun.
In fact,
situation, the buddy club is
designed to deal with it.
Webster's dictionary.talks of the
word buddy as having evolved
The 'basics' of the buddy club go
from from the baby talk way of
something like this; an interested
saying brother. Aside from the
student fills out an application. He
phrase 'baby talk', this definition
is sent before a screening
could also serve as Bridgewater
committee of three people to dter
State College's most appropriate
mine what type of buddy is best
description. For the buddy club is
suited for him. From there a child
j~st that, a ~ig brother organiza
is assigned to him and the buddy
bon.·"
business beins to bloom. The main
There is no one more sincere intent of the buddy club is to
than' a child and the buddy club is
provide,a needy child dwith what
very sincere in their efforts to help could turn out to be a very
them. There are kids, plenty of important and lasting friendship.
kids' in the Bridgewater a rea
Isn't that what big brothers are
'
. alone, who never get tq, experience for?
As of yet, the buddy club is not in
things that most fortunate kids
take' for gr anted.
Basketball {uJ] swing. In less. than a week it
games, footb~ll games, movies, should have an office~ Mote
'picnics, trips.to th~ beach are . important and a lot of.·wolddipe
luxuries theyhaV'e' not yet seen, 6qddies to deal with. Right
es
·experIenc
:. tb.¢Y .l1ave not·.tb~
yet :. . ·.·tb
. .o.u. . .theycau
gh . t..h.j~.,.8~'Qn1Y,bElgjJl
. .,.a
.• r. ~.,.' . J.·.u~
. s. . . . ~ ..... ~ewIU),.p,bl;IEf,
. .liJ. ·~.!l.::'.j.:.tl.,~.•
i:nd
shared. Moreofl;ep.thal'l'n9tt
recreatiOnal'facililjes arelitniteq •.. s~dep;~:)V~ing.to.i~t.j;l}tl?l:v:~~, •.
to the linght of their $tveetand .'. w!]1ing~olfweit·.}j;:ttle;·~¢1pto ~~!r
their companions to the size of frtends.' Watch i()rmiormation;
their family. These children are

Anthropology Club Meeting
10:00
S.U. 1

6: 30

3:00

by.Chris Nowak

Teacher Preparation Committee
10: 00
Seminar Room

3:00

W.R.A Recreational
Meeting
6:30
Conf. 207

THE BUDDY CLUB

205, 206, 207, Green

Recruitment Committee Meeting
10.:.'10
S.U. 2

·1,

Faculty· Wives 'Meeting
8 :00
GreenRoom
October 7
Verse Choir
3:00
S.U.2
Mass. A.V. Conf.
3:30
Conf. 4

The Mustard See'd Shoppe

,

"Fiddler" Rehearsal
6:30 Auditorium

Gift shop outlet that helps people to help themselves ••• you can buy with good feeling knowing
you are taking part in the helping process--quality handcrafts from over 30 different countries.
SERRV PROGRAM (refugee rehabilitation). dispossessed of Appalachia.local handicapped. elderly and others.
WE INVITE YOU to browse among the unusual-

o

o
o

The

Open t¥~~~c : t~~que.u
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

509 \Vashington St.
Rte. 138 So. Easton

Conservative

T. DRISCOLL

Comment_
by

1. An Act of Loyalty

Paint and Supply
.

Kenneth W,Heger Jr.
.

.

.......... . .

. .. .

·OuJ1.llj.26,1971, a dozerdeading historyLHow in the world can the -bec?mes "What is. he. ~~~gT'i.I

51 B:r()a~St:r~.~l,. JJridgewater·

···(;ril#'b~ch:;if'~#~,.· , '. ,.;~i~X;:I ; t1';~ 1;

conserva tives in. this country economic licentiousness
of belIeve , along. WIth . WIllIam
(incliding William F. Bucldey, Jr.) s u bseque n t
D em ocr a tic Rushe~ (T.V.'~ THE ADVOCATE) ,
resolved to suspend support of the administrations ever be checked, if that .NIxon WIll probably ~ake a
Nixon administration. In their Republican administrations are pu~hc speec? next,Year call1~g for'
declaration they asserted, " ... that going to endorse. a "deficit an mcreasemdefense spending to
our defection is an act of loyalty to spending" policy to the outrageous add some. muc.h needed punch to
the Nixpn we supported in 1968." tune of $25 billion per year'? Wage ou~ deterIoratmg. armed forces.
T~o
Four reasons were given as and price controls, conservatives ThIs,he hopes, WI~ be eno~gh. to
impetus for their defection, which maintatin, are the economic kee~ the conser~at1Ves. on. hIS s:de
were: 0) His failure to respond to equivalent of a police state. agamst a net;HsolatIomst lIke
tet Us Deliver To
the rapid advance of the Soviet Curiously enough, however, the Kennedy, Musk.Ie or ~cGovern. In
AT
Union into the Mediterranean President decided to impose wage other wor~s, NIxon wIll throw ti?-e
Basin. (2) His failure to warn and. price
controls
after c?nservatIve~ a bone and they WIll
against the implications of the successfully bringing the country bIte -- despIte. th.e fac~ that he
current poliCies of the West and propelling economic expansion t~eated them WIth ImpUnIty for t~e
German government. (3)· His in real, vis a vis inflationary, fIrst.. thr~e years of hIS
Free Dormito~y Delivery
overtures to Red China, done in terms. Smaller actions that draw admlnIstratlOn.
..
absence of any public concessions conservative dismay would include .
Per~onally, I do !lot. thmk hIS
by Red China to American and Nixon'sO.K. for Mack Trucks. Inc. pla~ WIll work. T~at l~, IS the YA!
Monday-Thursday 8 p.m. - 11 p.m.*
Western causes. (4) And, above to build the largest truck factory in natIOnal convention Just held Ip
all, his failure to call public the world in the Soviet Union.
Houston.. T~xas! September 2 - 5 IS
attention to the deteriorated
What about the political any. m~lcatlO~.
A
mock
697-6946
American military position, in implications of all this'? Clearly, PreSIdential e~ectIon. was held at
conventional and strategic arms,thePresidentiscoddlinghislibera.l that conventIOn WIth Messrs.
which deterioration, in absence of critics at the expense of his right Rea~~n, Agne~ .~nd Buckl~y
immediate
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Editoria
AFRO-AMERICAN
MOVING AHEAD
TO THE COLLEGE COMITY:
Let's' face it, the Student
ooks tore is both a farce and a
1.<;PlrlO1I~ detriment to our lives here
at Bridgewater.
In the past two weeks and over
the summer, the Student Bookstore
Inc. has totally botched up many a
Istltaelnt in countless ways. If in
t the books ordered are in stock,
the employees are competent
enough to match books to courses,
if they give you the right edition;
then you can wait in an endless line
end will bring you to
someone who loses count, over'~"~E~'f~~~~~~~~G~~~IiI~~~~~If~Q~~,~~ChargeS,
or odds
who ofcan't
make
..
change. .The
comIng
.out
~"UIlscathed are low.
you change a course or the
--'~~-''''essor changed his mind about
bookCor if tpe bookstore fails to
mention that some books are only
optional) you find yourself in a
iting
line, wasting
time.
Besides tha t you are a suspect of
devious doings, so you need sales
slips and drop cards to prove your
innocence.
Those unfortunate
enough to lose sales slips are
proud owners of useless and
overpriced textbooks .
Remember the name you saw;
Student Bookstore, .Cooperative.
. Aside froni Campus' Pacs which
other .schoolsglVe' away free, I
IU~',V'<O' U'VY""" seen the bookstore give
,and
Congratulations to Stphan Met;'riman and the Afro-American Society
for their efforts in producing the Afro-American Culture Center. It. Ahas
been only recently that Blacks have appeared at Bridgewater. We look on
the Culture Center as the beginning of a growth in understanding between
the Blacks and whites here at Bridgewater.
We hope that the College Community will take better advantage of
the Afro-American Culture Center than they have of other learning
opportunities that have been available here, such as the Student Union
Lecture Series.
We look on the. Culture Center as one of the few attempts at
preventing Bridgewater State College from becoming an academic
wasteland.

IN MEMORIAM
Bruce Gordon
Class of 1972

DIED September.2
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The events \vere \vell publicised truth. We are able to learn through
so no one can give the excuse of not books, charts , maps, and our
knowing a bout it. Of course it's movie program about Africa and
The
impossible to please everybody our rich Black heritage.
on campus but we felt that
material her gives us a valid look
especially the free outdoor concert at our history, untainted and
would draw a fairly large crowd. unabridged, from the standard
(We planned on having a few history text.
hundred come.) Our class has six
The organization seeks to
energetic officers who would like recruit and retain more Black
to see some action at BSC but it students for the future. Each of us
seems that whatever is attempted, tries to interest other Black
nothing goes over big. If anyone students in the college. Not only do
has any suggestions of activities or we recruit but we make every
events that might go over big at effort at making the Black student
BSC please contact Dave comfortable. here. By increasing
Elworthy. class president in the the number of Black students we
SGA office. We are more than enrich the total program of thecoll
willing to provide entertainment ege. By exchanging our ideas and
for the student body, but we feel it our expriences in classes and in the
is ridiculous to sponsor activities dormitory setting we can start to
when only a handful of students understand each other here.
take interest.
Class of 1974 officers. Wayne B. Gaines
President
Organization of Afro-American
Students
To the Editor:
Perhaps I am premature in my~V'III~""'''''''''IIIiIBIIIII'''''''____''-''''''''''''IIIW'I~''''''''''''
judgement but I find Bridgewater
BULLETIN BOARD
State College aver y strange place.
To: The members and interested
people of Social "Activities ComWithin the' past few days I have
been adjusting to a number of
mittee
small tr ansactions, e.g. from
From: Tom Sullivan, ChC;lirman
dorm living to commutingCwith the
Re: There will be a recruiting and
exception of my chauffeur, a pa
organizational meeting of the
infull experience). Other
committee on Monday, Oct. 4, at
sactions include attending a small
4:00 p.m. in the Student Governcity college and taking
unment. Council Chambers. All
dergraduate courses, to a beautiful
members and interested persons
are urged to attend since it will be
countyr like campus and graduate
courses, to cha llenging rap
my first contact with the comsessions to nothing.
. mittee and I hope to begin work on
The students a t Bridgewater planning its next function.
seem to exist in an intellectual Members appointed by the last
wasteland. In classes I have not Chairman, if their enthusiasm
heard once a proffessor questioned remains will be reappointed.
or challenged. From the barrage
of stude nts I hear only a deadly
Sincerely,
and
deafening
silence
of
. Thomas E. Sullivan
acqueiesnce- the 'yes men and
Chairman S.A.C.
women of tomorrow'! Perhaps, I
am premature in my judgement
but Bridgewater students seem to
The Senior Scientist at Woods
be shallow non persons. I have Hole Oceanographic Institution
been here only a shotr while but I and the next president of the
would .like ,. to know how the Association
of
American
.students who go to a school that Geographers will give tl)e first two
offers S() much Clike 1 went to a
the ,;F¥.a~Il~~~.1III!
scnool that had no real facilities of addresses in ored.
t of E

at Br'idl2~e\,\latler
patrons as My observations have been made
",A4',"""·{"'ll1'·, ...,..."rtl,pv are at
bookstores as the through active participation .. inclasses and organ za t ions.. I hope
arvard Coop.
Impact of
Effluents on
Nor does the end of this initial someone who reads this article will Local Ecosystems, Wednesday.
take up my challenge and show me
l"ti~~W'~~~ltiW(lf~tI~~~l~~~~'HlCfi~~'~~~~
end the
. Genius
"!..:._ _ _ _ _ _ _~-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,empIOYeeS
claimripoffs.
that your
$10 bill what I cannot seem to find. Right September 29, at 7:30p. m. in the
Lecture Theatr~ of the .Conant
•
~as a one, change for cigarettes is now I feel like a stranger in this
Science Building.
a burden, and promptness after very strange land·.
Dr. Wilbur Zelinsky, Proffessor
lunch hours is immaterial. Also
of Geography at Pennsy~vania
for at least one employee that we 'In deep sicnerity I sign myself
State University, will
discu~s
Anne E. Damato
are all familiar with, giving the
Sociallv Concerned Geographers m
correct change back is highly
Action" Wednesday, October 27, at
improbable. Bookstore officials
7: 30p.~. also in the Conant Science
have been awakened to this fact To The Editor:
Building's lecture theater. The
many times; however, that an
public is cordiallly invited t<? the~e
employee continues to dislocate We are pleased to announce
EDITOR - IN - CHIEF
and forthcoming presentatlOns III
Phil Conroy
affairs and antagonize students Advanced-Study
Fell
this eoghth year of the Earth
in the process.
programs for academic year
Sciences and Geogr aphy lecture
So what can we do? SGA could 1973.
T he Advanced -S
series.
NEWS EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR
recommend changes in bookstore Fellowships programs are open ._~'iW'IIIf/llWV'IIIf/IIW""'''''''''________''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
Debby Sperry
Linda LaPierre
operation, or the students could (1) Black Americans, (2) Mexican- "'rp~~itrnIDiQQ]OOmiIrum:llQ~[QJl:iQJB
demand changes. Or we could Americans and Puerto Ricans, and ~
0
,0
ignore' Student Bookstore Inc., (3) American Indians, who are I!!
SPORTS EDITOR
LAYOUT EDITOR
urge our professors to order them citizens of the United States.
IMAGINE
0
Dave Petrosky
Wanda Mingola
from another source, or get them
Each fellowship award will
WOMEN'S SPORTS EDITOR
Imagine there's no heaven
from another source ourselves. support full-time graduate study ~
Anne Kelleher
The bookstore here is no service to for one year, beginning in either 8 It's easy if you try
BUS'INESS MANAGE'R
ADVERTISING MANAGER
us, and if its'customers ignore it, it the summer session of 1972 (a 0
No hell below us
Liz Morse
- David Avila
would be no more. I am sure that twelve-month award) or the fall
Above us only sky
the room could be put to use in term of 1972 (a ten-month award).
Imagine all the people
some
way
for
the
students.
Living for today
Applicants
must
act
quickly
to
SPORTS STAFF
. CULTURE STAFF
NEWS STAFF
Imagine
there's no country
meet
the
deadline.
The
deadline
is
0
Dave Bluestein
Steve Bullard'
Janice Indorato
It isn't hard to do
Richard J. Kane, '73 January 14, 1972. Instructions and ~
., George Haynes
'Bob Tocci
Ruth Harlow
Nothing to kill or die for
application forms can be secured ~
Jim Hoar
Kathy Fox
FEATURE STAFF
And no religions too'
from
the
,Ford
Foundation,
320 19
Gerry
Donnelly
PRODUCTION STAFF
Chris Nowak
Imagine
all the people'
East
43rd
Street,
New
York,
New
~
To
the
Editor:
Jim Doody'
Pa;m Goldberg
Kathy Germaine
Living
life
in peace
York
10017.
,0
Steve Medeiros'
Mike .Tesler
Nancy Hollins
ll'reshnian WelcQme Weekend'. We would, therefore, appreciate 8
L"ee Smith
Marilyn 'Manter
13i'll Jacques
started Friday nig~t~.with a mixer .your announcing' these programs 8 You may say I'm a .. dreamer o
, Terri Balduf
Ron.petrin
But I'ni not the only one .
featuring Fate. It was a great ,in your newspaper so that we may ~
o
I hope someday you'l1 join us
welcome 'to students -from informasmpny interested persons F
TYPING STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
ARTISTS,
Massasoit, . Stonehill, SMU, and as possible about the available 0
And the world will be one
o
David Rockwell .
Anne Damato
T.om Crotty
various other schools toBSe, butit fellowsbips and encourage those
Marilyn
'Manter
Dwayne St.Michel
PatI{ennedy
Imagine no possessions
was' dissapointing to see so few who are eligible to apply.
Beth Si\~bold
Liz Morse
David Rairione .
freshmen
in
attendance. .If, you need additional inI wonder if you can
.Janice Zagrodney , Marsha Cook
Poolside at the rear of the Union formation or announcements, we 0 , No need for greed or hunger
..'
.
was the scene two phase of the will be glad to provide them.
o A brotherhood of man
ADVERTISING- STAFF
Welcome. A cookout and a free
Imagine all the people
!!
Pam Goldberg
Connie L. Hooks
0
outdoor concert was attended by no
':"'Sharingall the world
. Liz Morse
more than a hundred studentsAdvanced Study Fellowships ~ You may, say. I'm a dreamer
About five of these were freshmen.
~ . B ut I'm not the only one
The Leaves of Spring, Bill Pine,
hope someday you'll j~in us
COMMENT is· a student encouraged, but must be limited
~ IAnd
Jan Pieri, ......... , and High Button To the Editor:
the world will live as one.
and operated weekly 250 words or less. All letters
~
featured a varied program that
be signed but names will be
D
Inf~WSina'oer serving the academic
was enjoyed by those who came .
L.C.B.is the aim of the ~ John Lennon
of Bridgewater State upon request. Letters are
The weekend, sponsored by the Orgainization of Afro-American 0
Editoria.l policy is subject to condensation.
~Sophomore class, was not a total students.
Not only are
we. B
vertising rates will be mailed
Ilri".tpl"'ml1npri by the Editor-In-Chief
failure, because those that organized to help make life more '0 WHY JUST IlVrAGINE? COME
consultation with the Editorial request.. All correspond
a ttended the concert ot the mixer tolerable for ourselves here at JOIN US FOR A LITURGICAL 0
ff. - Republications of all should be addressed to
had a great time. The purpose of Bridgewater, but also to educate CELEBRATION!, THURSDAY, 0
the Freshman Welcome was to get ourselves and the rest of the SEPTEMBER 30, 7: 00 P.M.
0
printed herein is for- COMMENT Bridgewater Sta
.
CATHOLIC CENTER. FOLK
without the expressed College, Bridgewater, Mass. together the new members of our 'college community.
Our cultural center in the MASS COFFEE AND DONUTS' I~
02324. Telepjhone: Area Code 617 campus, but the efforts of the
IWJ~itt~m permission of the Editorsophomore
class
officers
was
a
Student
Union is our. researc.h FOLLOW.
I697-6161
Ext.
260
or
304.
ef. Letters to the Editor are
station; What's happening-there IS
CJ
CJ
~
complete failure.
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BLACK RECRUITMENT PROGRAM
In the Spring of 1968, an attempt schloarship offers to varied and
potential candidates are not Progress.
EducatIOn IS the key. 'Progress' is
to establish a special re~ruitment diversified degree programs.
selecting teaching teaching t as a
'Progress' has been successful just beginning at B';( and
program for the academIcally and From this group four left for
proffession and are choosing other at ~S~ n~t only because the Bridgewater if a better place
~inancial1y disa~vanta~ed youths personal reaso~s and one
institutions degree programs Admm~stratlOn .has been moost becaude of it! It is hoped that this
Tn the areas WhICh Bndgew ater transferred to Radcliffe. In June
where they
can pursue their re~ephve to Its concept and program will grow as Bf :'lg ''vater
State College serves, was initiated of 1970 Mr. Alva Mitchem was the
educational and vocatiional vows phIlosophy, but bec~~se t~e State College grows, showing
by the administration, some first 'to graduate from this
and goals, which perhaps are not st1:ldents who have partIvlptted ill people of all ethnic groups that
concerned faculty members and program. He was a transfer from
presently included in the degree thIS progran;t have been people who there is aplace for them here and
offering at BSC,
the M.artin Luther King Action another college and lived in
reahze that m order to 0 pen doors subsequently
in variou
s
The major problem in retention, that had been previously closed,
CommIttee of the college. These Roxbury, Mass., at he present time
even though very few students
interested individuals planned a em ployed in Boston, taking
have been dis missed for ow
dri~e which would raise funds and graduate courses' at . a local
scholarship, is the need for a
BSC Instructor
actIvely recruit disadvantaged institution also.
consistently productive tutorial
students with college potential to
Most of the students completing
pro gram, compeled with more
the undregraduate program at their second year showed marked
faculty understanding of the
BSC?
At this time, the improvemetn in all aspects of
in African Studies Program
academic and personal di
concentration would be on the college conditions and .only one of
fficultiesfaced by many of these
recruitment of Black Students. this group left school for a co
Eugenia B. Watson: and in- traditional socities, indigenous
students.
Many of the Black upperclassmen mbination of reasons.
In financial matters, the structor at the Burnell Laboratory religions examining the influences
on this camoqs today are the
In January of 1970, Mr. Gaines,
Bridgewater State College Alumni School of Bridgewater State of Christianity and Islam, politics,
produc ts of this effort. The need Assistant
in
Academic
Association initiated a fund raising College, was a participant for the African art forms, including
for a program of thisnature was Administration, was a ppointed to
campaign and donated a siazble past two summers in an African painting, sculpture, dramr,
borne out by the fact that BSC had the position of Director of
amount of money to the Progress Studies Program, Educators to lile~alure, dan~e and music, and
not gradu~ted a sizable number of Progress, and acronym for
program in 1969. The money is Africa '70 and '71, sponsored by the Afncan educCl:llOnal systems.
Blacks from its undergraduate pro Program for the Recruitment and
Group semmars and workshops
available to the Director of African American Institute 866
gram. Four Black students Retention of Special Students at
Progress to assist some of the United Nations Plaza New York. were cond,ucted in the afternoons
graduated in the class of '71, three BSC. This was the official name of
more nneedy stUdents who reside This progeam was 'designed to by American ~niversity ~r()fessors
of which transferred in the the program which began two
assist teachers, supervisors and competent In the fIelds of
on
campus. The Academic Dean,
beginning of this program. (One is years ago, but now had a full time
~nd
secondary
Dean Harrington, Mr. Morwick, administrators in introducing eleme~tary
in graduate school,· three are director.
.
Mr. Lemieux,Financial Aid Officer Africa into curricula, improving educa tIon currIculum ~eyelop
teachers)
A TOTAL OF FORTY-FIVE
and the Bur sar have been very instruction in African Studies ment. PreVIOUS partICIpants
In the early summer of 1968, CAN DID ATE oS
W ERE
and
upgrading shared experiences and utilization
helpful and without their greatest programs
President Rondileau announced CONTACTED ,BETWEEEN THE
assistance these students would classroom methodology, designing ?f materials as weU as resource
the appointment
of Mr. Paul Spring and Summer of 1970 by the
have no other .way of paying their new programs in Afrjcan history, mfor~ati~n. an~. purposeful
Gaines, M.Ed.. a Black man who Progress representatives and the
financial obliga tiolJ:s to the. culture a.nd heritage, and plannJDg 10 acqu1rJng resource
haa been involved in Education Organization of Afro.-American
developing new resource mjl tecials ma .terials . for .teaching .a bout
.
collegee. S e h . .
forr ten years as high school Students on campus. Many, of
.
.
..
.
olarships .~ are greatly ,needed for teaching aboqt Afr~ca... . .. .Afn~a....
teacher, coach and counselor, to these students were also accepted
toassist these students .as the . In· Wes.t Africa,.· the. U,niY:ersity / },relc;1" . trips ... and tra vel .. wete"
the position of
Assistant, in to other collegesand as a result of
finaneial assistance available at College of Cape Coosti~{thajja; Q;1'l4~o.lttponent$.()ftbe~ecture prpgJ:;'am ..... ~
Academic Administration. Along this competition, BSCWas enable to
BSC has been cut sharply by the the University .of Jbadan in·11'ii.~ij,-;;~~q .p~~u~ei'!i~gp: .·.tJ;:~~tiollal~all<l;I ..'.·' .•.
with his assigned duties of enrill seventeen of the twe~ty-foJlr
governmant.
The
State served as our principle.academlQ'Q,t;banSoclet1esatva·1"10l;lS lOClit$C?ns
assisting in progr
that were selected for this college.
Department must in ·some way cemters In East Afnca Haile throughout. EducatIonal In:aming,scheduling and academic The others showed only minor
assist this program with funding, Selassie University in Add~s~titutiol1;s, bis~orjcal, cultur~I, and'
counseling, Mr. Gaines began sustaining interest in BSC .and
in the forms of grants,· as it has Ababa, Ethiopia, served as an mdustrial SItes were vlsi~~d.
actively recruiting disadvantagee were elimainated from the lIst.
gotten
to large to maintain of academic base. However, lectures, Travel to RI?-d b.::tween other CItIes
Black
students
for
the One ofthose selected, failed to
seminars and workshops were held and co~ntfles .Included tours to
Federal
ASsistance alone.
undergraduate program.
This enroll in the FAll semester of 1970all of the program locations.
10cal,Pomts of m~erest.
The Academic Adminiatration at The
beginning eff ort saw a modest 71.
lecture series were
ThIS program IS a yearly event,
and Da ta Processing Division of
total of eleven(Smen,3women) in
The academic year of 1970-71
presented by African University but this was the first tour of the
have
cont
robuted
BSC
the Fall semester of the 1968- 69 began with a total of forty Bl~ck
tremendously to the programming faculty members and other East African countries for the
academic year, and two (lman, students on camp us, of ~hlCh
and scheduling problems and have specialists. Lecture topics c?vered group. In the summe~ of 1970, 124
lwoman) IN THE Spring. Three of twenty-nine are now achvely
given invaluable impetus which African geography, history, educators, r~pr~sentmg 26. sta~es
these students were transfers from involved with the Progress
contributed to the large amount of economics and development, and the Dlstnct of Columbia,
;:l~~~r~~:r a "
Mo~t of t~e B~~~ !;uccess that has been acheived by social systems and change, par~icipa~ed in a!l A.A.I. sponsored
cont.. ,?a~e ~
~., . vi was Rote"d!rJ% .
*"Cil~is
students required a high level of program and also recelye
academic
and
frinancial academic and personal counsehnf
Jeans. Slacks. Shirts. Jackets. Socks. Western Wear. Boots.
assistance. With the aid of both a It should be pointed out her that
volunteer tutorial (faculty) there is no quota system e~p~01ed
program anf and great assistance at BSC an~ ~o attempt to ImtIate
from the Financial Aid Office some any is antIcIpated. Now that the
degree of success was acheived program is organized and well
that first year. Of this first gJ;'oup established it should be noted that
of students.· . two left for low all slufdnts are given the same
schlorship three for personal opportunity in the Progres
reasons and one· transferred to E program.
merson College.
The total of disadvantaged
The .1969-70 academic year studenys recruited for this
opened with seven of the firts program is fifty, of which forty~one
group of students en rolling for the enrolled at BSC. The re~ruitment
Fall semester of their second year for the 1971-72(current) scllool year .
at BSC. To complement this gr otip, conducted mainly by:theDir~etor, ..
an active recruitment drive the students involved in Progredd
conducted during the Spring and and the AA FRO-America~
Summer of 1969 , resulted in thirty- Society of BSC showed 98 stu~ents
four potential candidates being weer contacted. and lor mt~r
contacted during. the TIME, and viewed for admIttance. Of this
thirty of this number were number
that
returned
accepted to the· college.
The applicationas, 56 were accep ted
screening of these stude nts was fro admittance, 30 students
conduvved
by
a
Special actually enrolled in Progress, of
Admissions Committee, comprised which 21 were Black.
Progress has encountered
of the Diejctor of Admissions and
the ASsistant in Academic difficulties as ~a~ ~xpe.cted, and
Adminiatration. Of those thirty. attempts at dlmml shmg these
acc epted, fifteen actually enrolled problems have been ~nderta~e?
in the Fall session of the 199-70 The mAjor prob~~m m recrUltmg
academic year. The fifty percent was the com~ebtlOn afford~d by
enrollment was due to the many institutions with more aval1a~le
other opportunities being offered to funds to offer high pot entIal
these promising youngsers by candidateds and as the result,
other
coUeged6
These many outstanding prospects do not
opp~rtunities ranged
from full select BS9 It appeared that ~any

er
rfI

Why it's worth making plans now
for yo.ur financial future
NEW ENGLAND:LIPE HAS-A MAN TO TELL THE STORYON
INSURANCE WI:lILeVOU'RE IN COLLEGE? IT .CAN.BE DONE
TO YOUR GREAT ADVANTAGE I 'IlIIS MAN HAS'Il1E SPECIAL_
IzeDEXP~RIENCE AND POLIcms TO MAKE NEW ENGLAND
LIFE GO TO WORK 'FOR YOU NOW •

.New England Life
If Interested repiy
Box 53 Scott Ht;J11

.;"

Wrangi~r®Jeans

at

Rich's Self Service Dept. Store
··wrdagePark .
377 Court Street
Plym9uth Massachusetts
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The Cultural Center offers a
coordinated
program
of
multimedia materials for the study
of Afro-American history, culture,
art, politics, sociology, education,
biographies, Civil Rights, and two
African languages, and Black
Power.
The core of our .program is
"Black History", a sound and
filmstrip course. which covers in
depth, .the history. of black people
and their language, in Mrica and
the United States. Ahuman history,
one of social and cultural impact,
the program is a study of historical
events, their impact on the people
living at the time they occured and
their influence on the attitudes of
people today.

HANDCARVINGS FROM HAITI

As Director of the Cultural
Center, I feel that the activities of
the center will benefit the College
Community and liIring about
cohesiveness between blacks and
whites.
The College has made
little response to a Third World
(African culture and history
courses) program. Only two
courses have been offered, a black
writers course and black history.
This is repugnent to me. Most
blacks on campus have acted like
men. We have made an attempt to
go through the proper channels and
we have suffered many difficult
and absurd changes because of this
red tape.
IBOE HANDCARVED
EBONY STATUE

But if we act like niggers-the
way some people expect us to act;
if we obtain rifles and machine
guns and take over the library, like
they did at Cornell,. we would get
everything we want and more. .
But we
.. .
that aQ,d
···.b~ge~.

MASK

Or. Pitts· donated these statues to the Center. from left to right; Lewis Latmen 1840- 1925,
Honbert Pellieux l!WtH894. Dr. Vaniel Hale Williams 1858-1931. Matt Alexander Hensar
.1866~1950,Be~jamin Banneker 1731-1800, and .~harles Richard Drew 19~5- 1950.

vi
e. We don'tapPte.c!~~e>,.!,
violence. We will follow the·:prop~li:.:.
channels and try to bring· about· .
interest from the College
Community.
The idea is to get together. so
we, blacks and whites, can
. communicate. You don't know
what we're all about. You don't
understand that we need .and
demand a valid education. O:rily
men can talk to men,. and a man
must have a knowledge of himself.
A man without a culture is like a
tree without roots.
Our history has been kept from
us. Most black people don't know
what it is to have.an understanding
of black culture. This is what the
enter is for.
We've prayed, we've sung,
we've marched ,. We went to standins and sit-ins, slide-ins, fly-ins
crawl-ins and most of all beat-insthis will happen no more. If we can
learn about each other we won't
have to pray anymore, or sing
anymore. We can sit down and
talk. We won't have to use that gun.
This is the lull before the sunlight
or the storm.
There has been no response to
the cultural center in the. past,
exceptforDr. Henry Rosen, Robert
Ward Jim Harrington,· Eygene B.
Wats~n, Mrs. Ruth Parker, Paul
Gaines, Dr. Pitts, pean Ellen Shea,
and Dean Lee Harrington, and only
a few blacksyto offer the Cultural
Center an open hand and a war!?
smile. This disgusts. me. There lS
as much apathy amoung blacks as
. whites.. If you .come to the Cultur?l
. Center we can learn about each m .
other. The center is open to the
entireC()llege Community~ ; .
COMMENT: People have said that
.the blacks on this campus , for all
intents and. purposes are white,
that they have noblack idenity.
MERRIMAN: Most of the blacks
on this campus do have a black
idenity; The. activities of the
Cultural Center will prove this,
undoubtedly~ When blacks come
out from their surroundings into a
suburban
area
such
as
Bridgewater, there are many
adjustments they must go through,
such as conformity. Bridgewater.
doesn't foster an opportunity for
the expression of a black idenity.
It's the black man in a white man's
world a white man's school
syste~, and a white man's

J'

TALKING
DRUMMER
(CKYEREMA) A FORM OF
COMMUNICATION
AND
AMUSEMENT
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curriculum- not
a
man's
curriculum. The black student is
expected to conform. hHe must
conform to succedd.
There have been many names
given' to us. We were blacks,
niggers, darkies, colored, Negroes,
Afro-Americans, boys, and now
back to blacks. Who the hell knows,
maybe next year we will be called
brownies. Names are unimportant.
We are men and demand to be
treated as such. I do not feel that
we are dealing with children, so as
men we must come together for a
better educational atmosphere.
COMMENT: Is there a racial
problem on campus?
MERRIMAN: Yes in a sense
because the educational system
hasn't contributed. However, there
is no hostile or aggressive
prejudice
but
rather
an
undercurrent of prejudice.Most
people accept us as human beings
who are black not in spite of the
fact that we are balck.
The Mro-American Cultural
Center is a segment of the MroAmerican Society. However, the
Center is no a voice for the Society
nor is the society a voice for' the
Center. There is, a' shor~gc of
space and funds, so although the
center will not charge admission,
donations are welcomed; not only
monetary donations but donations
of rna terials and ideas also.

HAND CARVED MASK

SIDEVIEW - EBONY STATUE

SCHEDULE: :;.
- The center will be open everyday
in October 8-5 '
- The self-taught wlanguage
program will offer meetings with
Edet Ituen for Effic and Michael
Osae Okyir for Akan .
•
•
•
•
•
•
____
.~~~l~,ikill)j!$lp~~~~.,t;,;O~tith~:e·M~u~nlc;i~tiied
Nations
I!!!I!
d.elega
les to
displays at Center
- Virginia Watson will give a
lecture and slide demonstration
October 6 in the Dem. room about
her trip to Africa
- Dick Gregory is planned for a
lecture in November
-Movies: every Tuesday in October
'Black Roots' - Black culture
in America
'Lost, Stlen or Strangled'- Bill
Cosby narrates a tour of Black
History
'Stagole' - A conversation
with Bobby Seale, chairman·ofthe
Black Panther Party about poetry,
music, family and humanity.
'Tribute to Malcom X'
'Pan-Am African Culture
Film'

SIDEVIEW OF DRUMMER

Hidden ,History
The father' of our beloved
country, George Washington, sent
a black slave to Barbados to be
exchanged for a, hogshead of
molasses and a case of rum in 1776.

LS OBOEf-WHEN A KING IS
\RE· 'tHE: SHOES HE WEARS. '

Washington wrote Capt(iin
John Thompson from Mt. Vernon,
July 2, 1776.
'Sir: With this letter comes a
Negro (Tom) which I beg the favor
of you to sell in any of the islands
you may go to for whatever he will
fetch and bring me in return for
him.'
Beethoven, one of the world's
greatest musicians, was without a
doubt' a dark mulatto. He was
called a 'The BlackSpaniard' . His
teacher, Joseph Haydn was a black
also;
On November 15, 218 B.C.
Hannibal , a black African
marched throughterritory in Spain
and France, and performed the
astounding feat of crossing the
Alps. With 26,000 of his roriginal
force of 82,000 men remaining, he
defeated Rome, the mightiest
military power of that age.
A considerable proportion of
Thomas Jefferson's slaves were
his own children. He bequeathed
freedom to five of his children and
the Assembly passed a law
allowing them to remain in the
state.
At the end of the Civil War,
every Black slave was to obtain
forty acres of land and one mule to
do withwhat he wished. This did
not come about.

F E RT I'L I T Y

GOD DE S S

(ASHANTI)

ASHi\NTI STO~LS(Ol\T LFT) AN ELEPHANT
DECORATIVE
RING
(ON RIGHT)

~IQHTSTAND(CENTER)
.. ,...

" "

"
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What's the
attitude today

?

•

Many People today will never cleaning duties ear ning five in life intelectually, but these
know that Booker T. Washington dollars per month. At the same students have an alternative to get
set out to develop some type of time he was given an opportunity skill and machinery, manual art, .
Booker T.
educatin for his race. Few people to attend sch 001 for an hour. His carpentry etc.
know how difficult his task was in traveling fee was earned and one Washington gave speeches in
trying to help prepare and educate day he began his journey to which he indicated a better
the blacks who were so Hampton Normal Agricultural relationship wouls exist between
uneducated.
Booker
T. Institute· in Virginia. In 1872 he both races in their occupations of
in agriculture,
Washongton
had
problems began his education wiht fifty cents such fields
surviving on his ourney to in his pocket after. traveling five mechanics and other proffessions.
Hapmton. Working for his. tuition hundred miles from Malden where "In1896 Washington tal ked th
was rather difficult. He had he lived. That journey became a eAALABAMA LEGISLATION
problems securing a job that could real experience, because for the INTO THE, CREATION OF
pay for the expennses needed. His first time he realized what the Tuskeegee Agricultural
greater responsibility came when color of his skin meant. He was Experimental Station, maintained
for 'trainign colored sudents in
he had to start building Tusk eegee ten turned away from motels.
He
Institute without one brick.
"Washington; s educational scientific agriculture.'''
Rais ng m ney became one of his philosophy was above all thought students how to love work
goals to buy supplies that were pragmatic, stressing the impot . for its sake by having the students
erect their own buildings.
needed. He also tried to help the ance of relating education to life.
blacks understand that' manual The Tuskeegee system of Tuskeegee Institute, the school
training was needed to give them industrial or 'Vocational tr aining built by Booker T. Washington,
forty
some kind of business. "Largely was designed to fit Negroes to live. became a campus over
He also organized
as a result of Tuskeegee;s efforts; in' the South and improve their bUildings.
more than five hundred of the ecomomic con ditions but not to Negro ~onferences in which
thirty-eight hundred Negro make them discontented with negroes banded together for their
own advancement. Tuskeegee has
farmers in Macon County owned conditions they could not change."
their own farms by 1910, and more Inter v ewing Dr. Pitts of many departments, especially the
than ninety percent of the total Bridgewater State College, we Phelps Hall Bible Training School.
were either owners
or cash talked about the philosophy of Since the school has no
renters." He also felt that blacks Booker T. Washington and a ew denomination, this prepared the
for
the minisrty in
must prepare themselves for factors that made him one of the student
He
citenship through educa in.
One Hundred G eat Teachers. One othercounty districts.
contributed his educational talents
Booker T. Washington was born of the factors was the great se s
to black people to improve their
on a plantation in Franklin County, of responsibility. When te slaves
Virginia. He was born a slave were freed, they had to provide a material, educational, moral, and
religious life. He also encour aged
so .eime in 1858 or 1859. He knew home and support their families.
very little ancestry on his mother's They had nobody to depend on and blacks to exhibit a degree of
side. He knew less of his father and were no longer property which .common sense and self control.
could not recall his name. JHis someone had to look over and "When he received a degree at
Harvard in 1896 he emphasized the
family was a small one consisting direct. BDr. Pitts spoke of how
of an older brother John, a sister blacks knew how to plant and pick fact that welfare of the richest and
Amand , nd an adopted brother corn and that som blacks can do most clli tured person in New
James. T hey lived in a log cabin no more than that bec ause England wa bound up with that of
14xl6 square feet where it was used theyhad been their way for so long. the humblest man in Alabama
His Very often slaves knew more about each man being his brothers
as the planration kitchen.
keepre."
.
mother wa t e plantation cook.
plantation need that the masters
There
Booker was
occupied
of .the
to
. wit\} .slave·
.

people
~~'~··r(··;·~· bad no schooling should ata t with what they know
.during slavery.
"The first and· then proceed to what they do
inflluence of education on him was not know. Many of the blacks were
carrying the mistress' books. to pht into offices by carpet baggers
school and noticing the students and Washington indicated that
engaging in studying." He thought blacks were not ready and their
it was. like taking .a trip into direction of ambition into manual
heaven. Other influences were training· and citizenship.
This
listeningto ,other slaves trying to stand about black education was
find out the latest new through the opposed by. another great black lea
"grapevine" or telegraph.
der, William E. DuBois.
He
Working in the saalt mine gave thought blacks had possessed and
him first 0 tact with printed passed this era of manual labor
information. He recognized the nu activities. This position of the
ruber on the barrell that was given leader emphasized Washington's
to his stepfather.
His mother position about edu cation for
secueed his first book which was blacks. Many of the blacks wanted
Webster's "blue-black" Spellin
to learn foreign languages.
book. Asoldier from Ohio had an Washington felt that one basic
education and was paid by the language to be studied was
families for making what they call English.
Athird idea in
"board rounds" to tutr t eir chi Washington;s philosophy was
Idren. That was a big stepping about the habits of his tudents. All
stone for little Booker. When he of these habits such
as
entered scoal, he was confronted
cleanIineess, himelefe
and
with two difficulties: the first was neatness needed improvement.
that all students were wearing These were many of the changes
caps, and second wss he realized which Washington thought should
he needed another name since mark the efforts' of the black
. citel].zenship. His goal was was
most students had two.
in a coal mine 'helping blacks stand on their Qwn
He secured a
cOItve:rsatlon two feet as
."

STAMPED KENTE CLOTH
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races.
year more technical and
manual shop areas are being set up
with better equipment for senior
.high school and graduate students. '
The initiative of the beginnings of
this education was set in motion by
Washington. The first monents at
Hampton Institute showed Booker
T. Washington what an education
was expected to do for an
individual.
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DETAILS OF IMPRINTS OF THE
STAMPED KENTE CLOTH

from pg. 5
study and travel seminar to West
Africa. The University of Connecticut awarded six graduate
credits upon successful completion
of the program in 1970 and Howard
University of Washington D.C.,
awarded the credits for 1971. In the
summer of 1971, 135 educators
participated with 80· remaining in .,
West Africa while 55 went East.
It . is hoped tha t the advancement in technology will not
destroy the humanity . and the
natural beauty of the African
countries~ But it is very gratifying·
that many African countries are
ad
their

plants: The men do the weaving on
traditional horizontal looms.
into Women !weave as well as men but
fil1l6"yatJ1Sand,alS() C(]llle4~t the silky they do not make the long lengths.
of tpe Akomanton· spider. :rhey p~oduce sho~ter dress lengths
All of the yarns are then dyed.vivid In fabrICS to sell In the market.
colors made from, various local
,
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Rolph Costello's'
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CANT EEN
*

*

Specializing In
It.alian Food
Steaks & Shishkebab
with Rice Piraff
136 BROA!) ST.~ BRIDGEWATER

P'e1tro!,kv.
for
g us this opporturiity' to
announce the opening of our
Cultural Cente~ and for giving the
.black population on campus
written voice.,
_
:
My thanks also go to Paul •
Cotter who took some great:
pictures.
. •
Mostofall,specialthankswUh:
a warm love towards my wife Mrs. •
Cathleen Merriman who has stood •
in fr~~t and behind me thru the:
birth of the Afro-American·
Cultural Center.'
:
•
Stephen Merriman

a.

. •
:

··B e na 'B
S
arb e r .ShOp •·

..

Complete Barber Se· rvl·ce

:

•:

I.
.:

Men'S Hair Sty ing

Cus'tom Fl·tted Beards &

••

.
•............•..................... .........•
:•
:

:

Mustaches.
73 Broad St.
.
:
~
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The Grass Harp
A musical based on a Truman
Capote (In Cold Blood) novella,
adapted by Ken Ward Elonslie
music by Clarke Richardson:
Opens November 2at the Nartin
Back.
Old Times
A new play by Harold Pintar
with Robert Shaw and Rosemarv
Harris. Opening November 9 at the
Billv Rose.
Jesus Christ Superstar
The full musical version of the
rock opera will be presented
beginning October 12 at the Mark
Hellinger. Book, music and lyrics
by Andrew Lloyd Webber and
Tima Rica.
The Incomparable Max
Opens October 9 at the Royale.
Based on the life and works of Sir
Max Xeerbohnc, an English critic,
essayist and characturist. By
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
Lee (Marne).
To Live Another Summer, To Pass Ain't Supposed to Die A Natural
Another Wimer__
Death
Musical about an Israeli youth.
A play by Melvin Van Peebles,
Book by Hayim Hefer, music by opening October 20 at the Ethel
Dor SeItor. Opening October 21 at.~ 'Barrymore with Ralph Wilcox, Joe
the Helen Hayes Theatre. Directed 'Fields and Marilyn Coleman.
and coreographed by Jonathan Directed by Gilbert Moses.
Kakon.
The Prison of Second Avenue
Three by Roth ,
Openin% ~ovember ~1 a~ the
, Opening October 26 at the Eugene 0 Nell. A ~ell Simon
PLYMOUTH'. 'Eli, the Fanatic', Cqdd Couple Barefootm the Park,
'Defender' of the Faith', and Gmgerb~ead Lady) comedy ~hat
'Epstein'. Three stories by.Roth de.als wIth the current receSSIOn.
(Portnoy's Complaint, Goodbye ~lt~ Peter Falk.. Lee Grant ~nd
Columbus), adapted by Larry LI.llIan Roth. DIrected by Mike
Arrick.
NIChols.

MUSEUM

PEACE CORPS

MEMBERSHIPS

PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAMS

The Boston Mus'eum of Fine
Arts has announced two ways for
students to take advantage of the
many services offered by ,the
Museum. Student Admission cards
are available for $5. These cards
admit students to the Museum
without charge from now till
September 30, 1971.
Special Student Member.ships
are available for $10. BenefIts of
Membership
include
free
admission to the museum at all
times ~ free admission to all special
exhipitionss; and l\J%discount on all
sales desk items totaling $2 or
more. The Student Membership
cards are good for 12 months from
the date of purchase.
Student Membership cards
and Student Admission cards may
be purchased at the Members
Room desk on the ground floor of
the museum. Student I.D. card is
required.

Broadway
Season

Competiti~n

for
Overseas Study
During the 1971-72' academic
year approxima!~ly 540 American
graduate; stu<!ents will be studying
overseas on scholarships provided
by the U.S. Government under the
Fulbright-Hays Act and by foreign
doners.
Competition for these
awards was administered by the
Institute
of
International
Education.
In May, 1971, the competition for

~'~'llii!!'l';M"".""",tb1=l" J~7~-73

from us
can provide enough
The BSC chapter of Peace Corps motivation for them to reaIizses
School Partnership Program is a what potentialities they have for <fund raisi ng. program designed to success!
aid in the building a school in an
This is the goal, of the Program
underdeveloped nation. 'Lack of offering student and faculty an
schools creates a knowledge opportunity to upliftthe spirits and
famine that undercuts all other lives of a needy people. Knowing
efforts to improve the qualities of that others share their 8t ruggles
life.' Providing these people with a ensures them that they are not
school means prov iding them with alone. And providing them with
a chance to live a better life. With money a nd materials to build a
education comes the opportu nit)' school gives them a feeling of selfto become more aware of what worth which everybody \needs
talents and capabilities people
'These are uncomplicated"
have, which may insure a higher unassuming people who are
standard of living.
literally struggling for a better
I t is a program designed to help way of life.' We talk of love and
people help themselves. THis self- brotherhood, well here is our
help orien ted
idea is very chance to prove our concern is s'1nimportant to' the people and to the cere. See what you can do for the
Peace cause. Learning to do
PCSPP and yoursel f by becoming
things for themselves instills a 'involved in the PCSPP activities
grea ter pride and dignity in their offered at BSC.
minds rather t han another nation
For. 'THE GREATEST GOOD
doing the work for them. Yet, with WE CAN DO FOR OTHERS IS
minimal aid from us this spirit can NOT JUST SHARING
OUR
be acheived.
RICHES, WITH THEM, BUT TO
'By working together building a REVEAL
THEIRS
TO
school villagers learn what a THEMSELVES.' A school will
community action can acheive.' fulfill this good" but only with your
Slowly people .who· may bave been help. Everyone, can contribute
without hope, realize how much som ething towards the building of
they can accomplish through their a better world.
'
own eff' lts. This new sense of
For more information stop by
acheivement at the completion of the Seminar Room 'in" the SU
. a school may indicate further Building at 10:00 0 n Tuesday or
community action towards the
call 588-0247.
betterment of the society. So little
Thank you
concern and confidenc~, ylus effort
Judy Comunale

academic year was

oW Cia11y opened by lIE. Now, only

As author of the book, writer,producer and director of the
screenplay and composer of, the
'musical score, Gordon Parks
executes a TOUR DE 'FORCE in.
Warner Bros.' touching drama,
"The Learning Tree."
The
Technicolor and Panavision film
stars Kyle Johnson, Alex Clarke,
Estelle Evans and Dana Elcar.
Parks felt that he needed almost'
'total control of the production in
order to recreate the mood of his
autobiographical novel,' which is
the basis of "The Learning Tree."
When it first appeared in print, tl!.is
nos talgic tale of a black Huck Finn
was an immediate best-seller in
English and in nine other
languages.
"In the story, a boy becomes a
man," says Parks. "It obviously
happens too soon in his life amidst
a veritable deluge of occurrences.
The key thing is that the principal
character learns that hating isa
waste of valuable energy."

Anything but a message movie,
"The Learning .Tree" sparkles
with
gaity,
shocks
with
ghastliness thrills with childhood
puppy love and inspires with
example. A story of many ~ac~ts,
it is set in the 1920'S, but Its Im~
portance as a cont~mp?rary
motion picture isin its tlmelmess.
"Lack of understanding among
whites as to why minority people
are reacting the way they are' ~n
the current civil rights struggle IS
at the core of today's problems,"
Parks observes. "I think this
picture will clarify ~ lot of things
for a lot of people. Movies have a
larger audience than any other
communications medium, and a
story of this type has never been
told on the screen Defore."
"The Learning Tree" will be
shown in the S.U. Auditorium on
Wednesday, October 6 at 3:00 P.M.
Tickets may be obtained for50¢at
,the S.U. Information Booth

a few more weeks remain in which
qualified graduate stUdents may
apply for these awards.
.
In addition to full grants, which
provide round-trip transportation
to any on 239 countries, as well as
tuition and maintanance for one
academic year, two 0 ther types of
grants are iavB;ilablel . The U.S.
Government Travel Grant; and
main tenance and tuition awards to
14 countries offered by foreign
governments, univer slfh~s, and
private donors.
'Countries partivipating in this
.progr,am.}J:lclude A~gcm}:h1a , Australia", Austria, BelglUmLuXembQq~g, BI;~,ZU, eeylon,
ChUe,Columbia,Denmark,.,
Ecuador,Finla nd, , France,
Germany, Greece,' Iceland, India,
Iran, Ireland~ Isreal, Italy,Japan,
Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, New,
Zealand, Peru, Poland ,Portugal,
Romania,
Spain, Sweden,
Thailand, Turkey, United Kingdom,
and Yugoslavia.
General
eligibility requirements are: U.S.
citizenship at the time of
application, a bachelor's'degree or
its equivalent by the beginning
date of the grant, language ability
commensurate with the demands
ot"the propoosed.study project, and
. good health. Except for cer tain
awards,applicants may not hold or
'expect to hold or receive the Ph. D.
bef ore the beginning of the grant.
,Preference is given to applicants
between 25 and, or rather between
20 and 35 years of age.

------......---------- -,- -.....'-'--·
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L~(i)kjng f.or A Car

NEW-USED
I'm yc>ur CAMPUS' REPRESENT ATIVE for

SILVERSMITH VOLKSWAGEN
Brockton

Call me at 577 . 2200 or leave
me a note at the ·COMMENT Office

Don Berry

CONCERT

, The Betklee College of Music
.presents the Faculty C<,>llege Jazz
Orchestra. conducted
by' Ted
.Pease, and Larry Monroe,
featuring a cross section of jazz
styles composed, arranged and
' p e r f o l m e d by some of tve faculty's
most creaive jazz artists.. To be
er,VICe
,'heldTuesday evening, Oct.5at8:15
,p.m. at New England Life Hall, 225
I
OPEN 8:{)O - 6:30
,
Clarendon, Street, Boston.
The
278 'Br~ad St."~_~
'697·4632
..JpubliC is invited. Free.
J-~"----~~~_N_UI__
___~~I._~_~I_. .~ ~_~
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rhe
Comment
,recently
employees, maintaining the
interviewed Danny Calegai'i,number to keep the kitchen
manager of all student employees
working right.· He is re sponsible
of Interstate United. Responsible for the sudent \vIJrkers at Tilly, the
directly to Mr. Bill Miller, regional S.U. cafeteria, the Formal Dining
manager of Interstate, Calageri Rom, t he Snack Bar, and the Hill.
was offered the job by Mr. Miller at Two ';other stUdents help him:
the end of last semester. The Com Bruce Parsons on the Hill, and
ment asked Calageriif he hesitated Dennis Gallagher at Tilly.
to a9cept such a job; he answered
Just now Calega,ri IS' spending
that the job" a sal ary job, with all 20~25 hours a week on his job.
meals included, appealed, to him. 'WE're just getting start ed ' ,he
The Comment asked, Calageri sa d, i'lput in in an unusually large
why he was chosenforthejob,!I amount.' He explained that later
worked here last ,year' " he when ev~rv ~)Qe knows his job, Jess
answerP.dlil,l}c! becarn.~J~~milia,r ; t of his o~n time wi11!>e requi~ea'
with the waY things are run. at ,
A selllOr psychology maJor,
Tilly/Mr..
',;..
,
'Calageri f:aid that so far be has
MHl¢r tijought that student had no problem finding time to
management of student worker,s ,study.,
',
;,
"
would "be effective, Ace ording ta 'The Comment finally asked him
Calageri 'Wseasierforstudents to if he'd conSider a car ,'eer in the
relate to other, students in . wor~ food business. Cal egari replied,
There's a better relationship.' ,
lI've thought about it.' He said that
Calegari was then al;i~ed what such a job vtQuld, be good
his job entails "Primarily., I financially but that it requires
organize the ~chedulinK of student many hours.,

, NOTES

COLLEGE TOWN
CLEANERS

.
1

,Dann.y Calegari,
Student Manager

I
I,

·~llIA'S

~~
,

C4 h

86 Spring St..#:''./i:
Bridgewater" Mass .

TEL· 697 .. 9805

BAR ,'O' PENS·

10A.M.~ONDAYTHRUFRIDAY

• 9

,

A.M. SATURDAY

12 NOON SUNDAY

,

Sandwiches, Subs & Pizza
FROM 11 A.M. TO CLOSING SUNDAYS 12 NQON TO CLOSING
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Weekend Sports

septembe~ 30,1~~1

In

by Dave Petrosky

footban this weekend didn't
provide as mapy shocks a.s t~e
previous one did, howeyer. It still
managed a few surpflses. The
Vikings fell victim to the,
sometimes potent Chicago ~~ars
bv a score of 20-17. Pittsburgh
siirprised Cincinatti 21-10 as Terry
Bradshaw flipped a pair of touchdown passes.
The Rams a voided suffering
another upset when David Ray
booted a 47 yard field goal with no
time left on the clock to tie Atlanta
. Pro

20-20-

Dallas ripped off seven
Philadelphia aireals, paving the
way to a "!12-7 romp.
Former B.U. star Bruve Taylor
ran a blocked punt back 58 yards as
SAn Fran cisco rolled over New
Orleans 38-20.

*'
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*'

*'
*'

*'

*'

'"

While the Bears were losing to
Mansfield State 45-13, Saturday's
opponent Frostburg was battling
to a 7-7 tie with Trenton State.
In other action. Brockport State
lost to Shippensburg 34-7; Boston
State and Nichols battled to a 14-]4
tie, and Maine Maritime edged by
Plrnouth14-6.
Freshman Roosevelt Cambell
scored three times rushing and
Paul King scored once and kicked
three conversions to lead Curry
over WesternConnecticut 39-0.
Boston College ripped through
Navy 49-6. Cornells almost un-

beleivable half-back Ed Marinaro
ran for 260 yards and four touchdowns Colgate fell 38·20. B.D. fell
to the Citadel 44-37, and Holy Cross
stunned Harvard 21 .16. Dartmouth
a~U. M:tSs 31-7.

wimrlng streak to
50·0 whitewash
Bf:~gewat~.

feU· to'

of.

West

E~t BridgeWater

The Bruins
beat Detroit 4-3 Saturday night to
snap a four game losing s~reak.
Rookie Dan Boucherd was III the
nets for the Bruins.
The Bruins AHL affiliate, the
Boston Braves, served notice that
they could be forced to reckon
with, as they held the N~L
California Golden Seals to a 1-1 tie.
In fact, it took a Stan Gilbertson
goal with only a minute to play to
prevent a Braves victory. This
time Dan Bouchard was in goal for
the Braves. and was spectacular
with 40 J saves.
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*'

*

*'

*

*

'"

*

*

*
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After

of .the
the minors, Lonborg
and pitched with
ending with a 10-7

26-0 and
Raynham felL victim
to pfymouth Carver first· triumph
in two years 20-8.
* * * '"
*
*
*

Injury Jinx Hits Bears
BrIdgewater. The injury jinx
come down hard on the
Bridgewater State Football team
a~ they prepare for their Saturday
nIght. home ···opener against
Frostburg (Md.) State College. No
less
than
six Bears are
questionable starters for the 7 :30
p.m. contest under the lights at
Legion Field.
.
Thebig question at press time
inyolved veteran quarterback
Vmce
and c~nter· Phil
LeFavor.
.sustained a
sprained
. the
have

by Dave Bluestein

*

Mike Cuellar and Pat Bobson
became 20 game winners Friday as
Baltimore clinched! the Eastern
division of the American League
for the third straight year. Jim
Palmer also won his 20th Sunday
over the Indians, to give the
Orioles four 20 game winners this
sesson. The last team to accomplish this fete was the 1920
White Sox.
Al Downing reached the 20 game
circle for the first time in his
eleven year career as he shut out
Atlanta 2-0 Friday night.
Vida Blue won his 24th game
with a seven inning tune up for the
opener of the A.L: Playoffs. Jim
Grant finished up for a comboned
7-0 shutout of Milwaukee Blue had
four strikeouts giving him~O~ f{)r

: E;o;l:brook.

Circles

*

The Boston Celtics opened their
exhibition game last weekend
against the New YorkKnicks and
fell heavily ,suffering'a 123-87105s.
Dean Memminger; led the Knicks
with 15 points. while .To Jo White
had 20 for the Celtics.

Bd~ewater

Pro

hand during a Monday practice
session. Without use of his right
hand, the veteran pivotman will
not be able to play at center.
LeFavor may be used at offensive
guard or defensive end, but his
availability is still uncertain.
Defensive end Chris Logan will
replace LeFavor at center.
Bridgewater appears to be very
shallow at runningback as the
Frostburg game approaches ....
,starters Jim Pirello and Mike
Fiero both .suffered·rib injurie~
have· ·.1 . ;"',':.00',.,-·'·"
.

- The basketball season is almost
here and the team that brought us
so many championships is back in
town. The Boston Celtics are
preparing for the 1971-72 sea son
and have brought along some new
faces which they hope can bolster
their defense First round draft
choice Clarence Glover,6'8 from
Western Kentucky, is a defense
and rebounding specialist who fits
into Coach Tom Heinsohn's .plans
perfectly. Heinsolms .team this
year will consist of all that old
Celtic rinning game plus a tough
defense which the Celtics 'have
been sQ famous for over the years.
___ '~.- ___ two seasons
been

·vVWQLlL).who was co-rookie of the·
year along with Geoff Petrie of the
Portland /Trailblazers, led the
Celtics to a winning season but
they lacked the emphasis on their
defense. This year with·old friends
like John Havlicek, Tom (sat··
ch )Sanders from the good old
days' plus Jo Jo White, Dave
Cowens, and Don Nelson
the
Celtics should be a threat for the
_ playolf berth.
o-ther new faces for Boston will
be Jim Rose, a second round' draft
choice who is also from Western
Kentucky. He is a 6'3 guard with a
sharp shooting eye. Seventh round
pick up Skip Young was a find for
the Celtics and is threatening Rose
and second year man Rex Morgan
for a spot on the roster. Other
veterans returning.,. this year are
guards Artie Williams and Don
Chaney, along with center Hank
Finkel, and forwards Steve

Kuburski " Garfield Smith and Bill
Dinwiddie.
Coach Heinsohn is expecting a
big year from Captain John
Havlicek, who is also the teams
quarterback~.
Heinsohn. on
HavlIcek: 'This guy's out there 48
min utes a game always giving 200
percent.' Quite true; John's n~ver
let down in all the years with
Boston; that's also why he's an allstar.
.So the Boston Celtics will be
winding up their ::exhibition games
and will be ) returning; to the
friendly confines of the - Boston
Garden where they hope to start a
new· and successful sells on.

*' -

l\ifn.rit1I'A!:Il Canadians, also thE.'
second against
the Same
Canadians, and Thursday, October
7, that's Oct 7 against the New
York Rangers. This may sound
crazy but word has it that there
are still tickets available for all
three games. But Channel 38 has
announced television coverage for
all the pre-season contests.
.
The Bruins will also have new
T .V. announcers this year.. Fred
Cusik, who did play by play on
radio, is moving onto T.V with
colorman John Pierson. Cusik ~tf!-
palces Don Earle who was released
by WSBK after last years Stanley
Cup Playoffs. Doing the play on
radio will be a familiar face to
Boston Fans, Bob Wilson, who was
the Bruins announcer two years
ago on WHDH, and is back from St.
Louis wherehe was sports director
for station WMOX.

·joi~···t·he

ENVIRONMENT ALACTION
ORGANIZATION
.
Pats Get Gardin

The Patriots yesterday acquired
utility man Ron Gardin in a trade
with the Baltimore Colts. Gardin's
prime function with the Colt's last
year was aas a kick off return
specialist, which comes in handy
with Odell Lawson being lost for
the season, due to a knee injury.
rrardin. a second year man,

came to the Pats in return for next
years fifth round draft choice. Ron
also. has experience at wide
receIver and defensive back' two
positions at which the Pats 'could
!1se. some help. Upton· Bill has
mdIcated that he might use Gardin
o n defensive right away.

·and hl!lp us try to make the world
more breathable, drinkable . .
at:

. "Envirollm.ental Action
Student Offices S·U··
.Telephone:· Extension 314 and 324
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Mansfield Crushes
Bears 45 -13

r---------------------------------------------------~.
pro spotlight ..•

WILLIE

bv Dave Gardner
Mansfiels, Pa.- Sophomore quarter
back Dwight Kauffman did
everything but sell tickets and
make the popcorn as he led
Mansfield State College to a 45-13
thrashing of Bridgewater State
Saturday at Van Norman Field.
The talented signal caller ran for
two first half touchdowns and
threw for a third in directing the
Mountaineers over the punchless
Bears. Kauffman finished
the
afternoon with 160 yards rushing on
16 carries, and completed 10 of 21
passes. .
The visiting Bears were able to
.stay within a touchdown, 21:13.at
halftime but a.fter in termission the
Mansfield ground attack proved
too much for a porous Bridgewater
de~ense and the visitors were never
able to mount a serios attack of
their own. The Mountaineers
sturck for three second hal{
touchdowns, two by halfback Brad
Flynn, to nail down the one-sided
win.
Bridgewater jumped to a quick
7-0 lead early in the opening period.
On a third down play' Bears
quarterback Vince Hickey rifled a
79 yard scoring pass to Richard
Roath . It was a picture paly as
Roath grabbed the ball in midfield, then won a fabulous foot race
to the goal line, giving the Bears an
early advantage.
The lead was short lived though,
as Mansfield took the ensueing
kickoff and marched 72 yards in 10
plays to knot the count. Kauffman
completed the drive, scoring on a
.four
yard keeper.
The
Mountaineers never trailed again.
Early iilthe second quarter
fullback Steve Zoschg scampered
27 yards to give - -ManSfield 14-7

goal line, this time on a 10 yard
keeper. The key play came on a
third and. eleven situation at the
BSC 35, when. Kauffman scram
bled for 20 yards and a first down
at the Bears 15.
Bridgewater, still showing life
took this ensueing kickoff, and
drove 86 yards to score and pull to
within 21-13. Hickey plunged over
from the 1. Spearheading the drive
were two Hickey to Roath aerials,
good for 42 and 25 yards, and a pass
interference call that gave the
Bears first down at the Mansfield
31.
The second half was all
Mansfield as the home eleven
struck for 24 points and shutout
Bridgewater, allowing the visitors
only 40 yards total offense after
intermission. The Bears wereheld
to three first downs in the second
half.
Mansfield struck quickly after
halftime, scoring .twice witbin
eight seconds: Finn capped a 60
yard drive, cracking over from the
Bridgewater3.
Bob Goss then
fumbled the following. kickoff,
giving Mansfield the ball at . the
Bear's n.
On the' next play,
Kauffman drilled a scoring pass to
Finn, giving the Mountaineers a
commanding 35-13 advantage.
In the final period, Olenoshi's 30
yard field goal upped the margin to
38-13, and Dick Miller's 2 yard
plunge late in the final quarter
made it a runaway.
Despite the poor team showing,
Roath continues to" shine at wide
receiver. Roath had 4 receptions
for 164 yards Saturday. In two
games. the speedy senior has 13.
recepnons for a phenomenal 274
y~rds., .....

MAYS
by Dave Petrosky

~ With the Dodgers chasing the
Giants in this torid September
race" it stirs mem aries of twenty
years ago, when these same two
teams battled towards one of the
most memorable moments in
baseball
history..
Bobby
Thompson's legendary , shot
heard round the world' brought the
pennent to the Giants, and took the
pressure off a 20 year old rookie·
slugger on deck, Willie Mays.
Just this month Sports
Magazine named Willie the top
baseball performer of the past 25
.years, and at the age of 40 Willie is .
still out to prove why. While the
Giants have hit the skids the past
couple of weeks, Willie has been
movingaheadfull steam. Justlast
weekend Willie stroked. his 500th

career double, and by doing so
joined the like of Babe Ruth T~d
Williams and Hank Aaron, ~s the
only playsers in baseball history to
accumulate both 500 doubles and
homeruns.
Also, last weekend, Willie
became the first 40 year old player
since Ty Cobb in 1927 to steal 20
bases in a season. It was the first
time Willie had accomplished the
fete since 1960.
. Who knows hQw long this
miracle will go on roaming the
baseball pastures of our day, but I
beckon you to watch him now, and
remember what yuo van, for Willie
Mays may be the grea test of them
all.
.
.

Tennis

W.R.A.

Tournament

lead.","'~,'Jl\e",rd:H.hf9}~I"I2S,.fiid
m
pass from KaufmW f8 1LYMa" '1~_I·'lIi'''t\'_e- ... 'j)iliI~_ _,_.,,",·.
Olenoski. Later in the p e r i o d '
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Kauffman gained and crossed th~

Patriots Look Toward Colts

Although the. Patriots fell
heavily to the Lions and Greg
Landry last weekend, it seems. tohave had no damaging effect on
their attitude. Most of the players f
eel that the 34-7 score wasn't very
representative of how even the
game actually was. Turnovers
proved costly, as the Pats could
have had many chances to hang
points n the scoreboard.
The only real exci tement the

'I

Foxboro fans could cheer about
. was the 61 yard. touchdown pass
.from Jim Plunkett .to Randy
Vataha, which made the score 20-7 .
at the time.
.
Bla timore also comes .to· town
with a 1·] record after losing a
squeaker to Cleveland 14~·13.,The
Colt's incidentally have regained
the service of receiver Willie
Richardson who was cut by Miami.

This past weekend WRA
sponsored one of their best trips
yet. Almost fifty girls traveled to
Martha's Vineyard to bicycle
around the Island. The group arri
ved Saturday morning at 10 and
cycled approximately twenty
miles through Vineyard Haven,
along the shoreline to Edgartown
where they stopped for a short rest
~nd then proceeded to the Youth
Hostel where they spent the night
Sunday, and with soreseats they
peddled back through Vineyard
Haven and took the boat to Woods
Hole.
Miss Smith and Miss Krazinski,
· WRA advisors, were overwhelmed
· with the response 'of the girls ; so
many sign~d up and went on th e·
trip .. They both feel it will be a
very successful year for WRA.
Also this weekend a group of
girls went backpacking in' the
White Mountains. The group left
Bridgewater Friday and returned
Sunday tired but happy after a eh
allenging climb and a good time.
Don't forget the Co-ed mountain
climb - to Mt. Chocurua this
Saturday sponsored jointly by
·WRAand MAA. Sign ups are this
week.

. Just a reminder that the men's
varsity tennis team is sponsoring a .
doubles tour namen! for· faculty
and students of BSC on Oct. 2nd,
and 3rd if necessary.
The entry fee will be one' can- of
tennis balls and 25¢ per person.
There will be sign up sheets in the
gym, S.U., and the dorms or you
may· contact any member of the
men's tennis team.
Trophies will be awarded to the
winners.
The tournament will
begin at12 noon instead of 10; 00 A. l\1~
as previou. S.IY annou-!lc.ed. . JPntfles
willbeaccepted until that time.

WRESTLING
Wrestling candidates! Club
meeting Tuesday October 5,
10:OOAM. Small gynmas ium. A.
Dunn 934-5673

Home opener...

Bears vs. Frostburg St.

Sat.

Oct. 2

Legion Field

7: 30 p.m.

Bridgewater

~
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